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Sara is barely six years-old when her father shockingly vanishes from her life. Her mother Ruth,
a dreamy and reluctant housewife is left widowed with three small children and the bitter
knowledge that she will somehow have to pick up the pieces. Sara finds her own way to escape,
and to survive.A bittersweet and moving tale of childhood and the loss of innocence, the best-
selling author of Jepthe's Daughter, Sotah, and the Ghost of Hannah Mendes brings the added
intensity of a searing personal memoir to this story of growing up, betrayal and the unending
resilience of family love.
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fiction. The characters, incidents, and dialogues are products of the author’s imagination and are
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entirely coincidental.For My BrothersPrologueQueens, New York. February, 1955There Sara sits
on the new blue carpeting in the house of the uncle she hardly knows, playing with the two little
girls they’ve told her are her cousins. She’s taken in their frilly party dresses, their smug delight.
They hold grown-up dolls with diamond earrings and high-heeled shoes close to their chests
until an “aunt” with hatefully pitying eyes hisses at them, “Share!”Grudgingly, they do.These are
their dolls, their house, their new blue carpeting. That is very clear to her. Acutely aware of the
cost to her dignity, she nevertheless surrenders, accepting the doll with the humility of a beggar.
She dresses and undresses it. For so many years—perhaps her whole life—she will play and
replay that scene with shame, harder on herself than need be, overlaying it with a knowledge
she never had at the time: she will never be able to forgive that image of ignorant bliss, that joyful
dressing and undressing of the doll with breasts all the while her father was being
buried.“Passed away,” is all they told her, her uncle and her mother sitting in the front seat of the
uncle’s new car that was to take them from the housing project in Queens to suburban Long
Island. She sat in the back between her brothers thinking: ridiculous, impossible. She didn’t cry.
Instead, her fingers dug vengefully into the new upholstery, trying—but failing—to make a
hole.For years to come, her peace sacrificed to well-meaning fools who couldn’t bear to watch a
child see her father buried, she will look out of windows, searching for him, like Shirley Temple in
The Little Princess watching for soldiers back from the battle of Mafeking. But unlike Shirley, she
will not stamp her little foot and shake her pretty curls, adorably insisting, “He isn’t dead, I tell
you!” She will not move at all, sitting by the window on the seventh floor of the ugly red brick
housing project in Queens.Only forty-five years later, her mother newly buried, a grandmother
herself, will she stand by her father’s grave, believing it. She will bury her head in the soft, heavy
middle of the brother she has been angry at for forty years, weeping loudly. “We needed help,”
she’ll cry. “And there was no one to help us!” Embarrassed (she is always, it seems,
embarrassing him and he, her), her brother will nevertheless embrace her, sending his stunned
grown sons hurriedly back to wait in the car. Only then will she have that insight that has eluded
her so long, allowing her to see beyond the six-foot bully with the mean mouth and hard hand.



She will be able to glimpse in him, once more, the angry, grieving twelve year old; see him as
someone’s little boy, orphaned, at the age of her youngest child, her baby. Only then will she
realize that out of all those alive on the planet only he can at that moment understand her
perfectly.There it is, the opening door, the bitter cold rush of February air chilling the overheated
room of the suburban house that has so impressed the child and her mother. And there is the
mother, long awaited, a little unstable in the black high heels, uncomfortable in the borrowed hat.
She does not, and has never, owned a hat of her own. She pulls up the black veil that covers her
tear-stained face.“Where were you? Why did you leave me?” Sara sobs into her mother’s black-
skirted thighs, her arms like a tourniquet about Ruth’s knees. The mother’s answer has been lost
to time and memory. Only the smell of earth, and the chilled fibers of her woolen coat remain
behind, intact, as solid as any tombstone.Chapter oneNew Jersey, 1953When the excitement
and dread in David Markowitz’s stomach went one level higher, finally waking him, he perceived
it as joy. He looked over at his wife, cupping her breast affectionately, but hearing her deep,
satisfied breathing, thought better of it. She must be so tired after all that packing, he thought.
Another move. Besides, he couldn’t waste the time. There was too much to do. The movers were
due at five, and he had come home the night before too tired to check whether Ruth had got
everything ready for them. He would do it now. After just one cup of coffee. He needed that one
cup. After that he was a dynamo. One cup was all that it took to transform him from a weary
laborer into a tireless capitalist.Today there was only the one cab, barely two weeks old, still
smelling brand new, but in two years, three at the most, there would be a second and then a
third, so that by the time Jesse finished high school there would be a whole fleet of them
prowling the streets of New York City, gathering up passengers and dollars without end.Then
they would move again, this time into a picture book house of their own, on a quiet tree-lined
street in one of the smarter suburbs. Ruth would be happy, finally. A home of her own, a
backyard in which the children could play on their own, expensive jungle gym, perhaps a fancy
temple nearby where she could join the Sisterhood and listen to the handsome young rabbi’s
pious and tiresome sermons. But for now, there was the temporary hardship that they would just
have to endure—let his wife and son understand this already! All the money from the sale of the
candy store in Newark had gone into the cab, and until they could save up for a down payment
on their dream house, they would have to live in a—(his mind searched, restless, for a way to
finesse it, to turn the low-income housing project in the Rockaways into something nicer, the way
they did in commercials: “a beach front development”, perhaps? But the word “project” stuck in
his mind, like a grease stain, practically impossible to transform.) Well, he shrugged, comforting
himself, at least it was new, brand new. And besides, it was only temporary.They didn’t like the
idea one bit, not Ruth and not Jesse, the only one of the kids old enough to give him trouble (or
support, but that was too much to ask, wasn’t it?). Sara would be fine as long as they packed all
her dolls. She was an open and curious child, and would soon make new little friends, he felt
sure. And the baby, well it would hardly matter to him where his crib was. But there was no way
even David Markowitz could milk any optimism from the reaction of his first-born. He wasn’t



kidding himself. Jesse wasn’t just a sulking kid; he was downright bitter. It had something to do
with leaving all those pimply-faced friends of his—the same kids he had called “wops and micks”
when they first got to Jersey. Now, having to give them up was suddenly the end of the world. Go
figure kids! But he was too fair to swap his guilt over uprooting the boy for anger over his son’s
irritating unhappiness. Well, of course he couldn’t be expected to understand what a man has to
do in this world. That required a certain maturity, and he was still young. One day he would
respect his father’s decision and understand the wisdom of it, but that day wouldn’t come for
many years. In the meantime, Dave told himself firmly, ignoring the spasm of painful guilt, the kid
would just have to accept his fate.But Ruth was a different story. She had no reason not to be
glad. How many times had she bent his ear with the wonderful information that they were
practically the only Jewish family in the neighborhood? Just like her to see everything, big and
small, through the same set of glasses. The world could be coming to an end and all she would
want to know is what time she had to light candles on Friday night. Just like her to let him make
all the decisions, all the arrangements for moving and then to suddenly protest: “Where is the
shul?” So he had shlepped back and searched the neighborhood and lucky for him he had found
one. A million years old, built when the summer houses that surrounded it had been filled with
prosperous Jewish businessmen and their plump wives from Prospect Park and the Grand
Concourse, instead of Black welfare families. They hardly had the ten odd geezers you needed
for the minyan, but still, it was a shul, with an old rabbi with a gray beard and an accent you could
cut with a knife. That, he’d thought, ought to make her happy.It didn’t.What about a school for
Jesse? she’d asked next. There was a school, of course, a perfectly fine junior and senior high
school named after some unmemorable, portly US president. But that wasn’t what she meant,
he knew. Will he have nice friends—nice Jewish boys like himself? That was what she really
wanted to know. Truthfully, he had no idea. But a few miles away, where the projects were only a
dim memory of the landscape that flashed by on the way to the city, there were single-family
homes on quarter acre lots with lots of nice Jewish families who sent their children to an
expensive Hebrew Day School. He had nothing against that, in principle. In fact, he looked
forward to the day he could join them. But all that would just have to wait. Anyhow, Jesse had
been perfectly happy in his public school in Jersey, and he couldn’t see why it wasn’t good
enough for him here, too, at the new place. What did Ruth want? That he spend his time learning
to pray? Better he should spend it learning to add.Dave sat up suddenly in the dark room, awash
in a sudden swell of happiness that surged up, despite misgivings, from deep inside him. He
couldn’t understand his son’s bitterness, his wife’s hesitations. He himself loved movement,
pulling up stakes. If someone had asked him point blank what he really wanted to be, and he had
possessed the self-awareness to answer with absolute candor, he would have said the leader of
a wagon train crossing the prairies to California: adventurous wild winds in his hair, shoulder to
shoulder with other brave men, smiling with fortitude, urging the women and children forward
kindly, getting them to dance and sing around the campfire.This was the third—no—he caught
himself, determined to face his crimes honestly, knowing that it would allow him to then enjoy



himself in peace—no, the fourth move in ten years. The wife and children weren’t dancing
around the campfire anymore. He laid back in bed, lifting his pajama top and kneading the
suddenly quickening ulcers above his stomach, ulcers he had had since his childhood. No one
had minded the first move. He closed his eyes and there it was again. Amboy Street in Brooklyn.
The stench of overflowing garbage bins. The melting, tar-covered rooftops. The billowing dust
beaten out of rose-patterned pillows on fire escapes. Most of all, the unforgiving eyes of the fat
women who looked out of their windows straight into yours. He could still hear them, like
ludicrously bad actors on a terrible comedy show:“Mikey!! Charlie!! You come up here.
Mikeeeeeeeeeeeeeey!!!” The endless, intrusive chant of poverty.What he had moved the family
to next wasn’t much better, true. But at least the tiny Bronx walk-up had had a few trees, slightly
less noise. And the low rent had allowed him to build up the little nest egg which had allowed him
to ignore—for the first time in his life—his brother and sister and all his wife’s relations. Their
combined warnings and handwringings, their demands for caution, for stability and moderation—
for safety—had not budged his resolve. Instead, he had taken every red cent he owned or could
borrow, and bought a candy store in Newark and moved them all to a town in Jersey with green
lawns and little clapboard houses. Of course, that had not been his first choice. He thought of his
brother Reuben for a moment. The sick regret was almost gone, now, five years later, leaving just
a hopeless ache. Reuben had gotten lucky in the import business and then opened a plastics
factory. He had taken in a stranger for a partner.He tried not to think about that. He wanted today
to be a happy one, the day in which he began to carve out for himself and his loved ones that big
solid chunk of the American dream. His piece of the pie. He had to restrain himself from jumping
up and looking at it yet again. If a car could smile, that yellow taxi was smiling. At him. He could
almost hear the silent meter click up from nickels to dimes, from dimes to quarters, almost smell
the new leather seats and the friendly scent of endless strangers climbing into the back. He
opened his eyes and they rested on the cardboard boxes into which their settled lives had once
again been poured at his urging. And then with guilt and hope and simple fear, he thought of the
future.Ruth rolled over and he caught her around the waist, snuggling deep into her softness and
warmth. Her hand caressed the back of his head, smoothing down the hair that touched his
neck. He took it and kissed the palm. After fifteen years of marriage, it still surprised him how
small, even childish, her fingers were. He wanted so much to protect her and the children, to
keep them far from all harm. To make life good for them.“You still love me, right?” he
whispered.She opened one sleepy eye, startled by the question, the tone.“What…?”“Oysh, I
didn’t mean to wake you. You’re so tired, Ruthie honey.Get a little more sleep.”She sat up now,
completely awake, looking at him with alarm. “Something wrong, Dave?”“No, no, no.” I’ve done it
now. “I’m just so happy, that’s all.” He saw a sleepy smile spread across her small, vulnerable lips
and watched her lie down again. He lingered hopefully, looking at her sweet pretty face for a
while, wanting her to be less easily satisfied, to open her eyes again and really look at
him.“Ruthie,” he whispered. “Umh.”“You don’t (hate me, do you honey? It’ll only be for a little
while, the new place. Until we get the business going, pay off some of the debts on the cab, put



down a mortgage on a home of our own. Then we’ll stop moving. You’ll see. Trust me.).”“Don’t
what?” she murmured.“Don’t have to get up just yet. Rest a while.” He felt her reach out for him
and he kissed the tips of her little fingers, one by one.Outside, iron-colored clouds parted and
the sun streamed through the bright autumn trees, touching the windows of the little clapboard
houses. There was nothing special about this place. The houses, like the people who lived in
them, were a little foolish in their pride, in their carefully painted fences, their neat plastic statuary
of birds and holy men placed on lawns the size of beach blankets. There were reminders of the
booming twenties in larger homes faced with brick and generous embracing porches. But even
those showed traces of the Depression that had forced them into shameful compromises: tin
sheds and outcroppings of cheap screened-in add-ons. But mostly, the town was made up of
new houses built to welcome home the veterans, to encourage them to put death and corruption
behind them, to shed the glory of their uniforms and to forget the great debt owed them. They
were houses that whispered in a cynical and mean-spirited way: Get used to it. This is the best
you can do. This is all that is owed you and be thankful for that. At least we are not all the same.
At least there is some grass, the shade of trees. There are worse houses, they whispered. Worse
fates.Yet, though the houses were mostly small, conveying a clear sense of “make-do,” there was
also the feeling of stability: bikes left overnight on dark green lawns, unlocked front doors, clean
curtains blowing out of open windows, laundry left billowing on common lines. It was, it
proclaimed itself, for all its small attainments, a wonderfully safe place that enveloped
housewives and small children in its plain, serviceable arms. It was a place to gossip over
coffee, to climb up jungle gyms and zoom down slides, to dig flowerbeds in the dark, rich
earth.Jesse, aged eleven, felt some of this as he sat on the dewy, cold lawn waiting for the
moving truck. He felt too, with a child’s keen if inarticulate perception, the small, dark
undercurrents that belied the bright surface of things. The women who avoided his mother after
learning she lit candles Friday night; who wouldn’t afterwards let their five year-olds come over to
play with Sara. It had confused and angered him the first time someone had asked him if he
was“Joo-wish”—making it sound like something you could catch. Still, while he couldn’t begin to
fathom the sinister complexities of these dull, plain women in their button-down housedresses,
their sons were his friends. They traded baseball cards, sweated through gym, and rode miles
and miles on their bikes through thick, fragrant woodlands. It saddened him to think of leaving
them; the injustice made him furious.Jesse Marks (name legally changed to “make him more
comfortable in Jersey schools”) believed in justice, the way only a well-loved child who has
never experienced anything else can. He believed that things should work out; that there was no
excuse for them not to. Parents should be omniscient. They should never lie, never be fooled.
And thus, he had been up and out at dawn, freezing his butt off on the damp grass, waiting,
because his father had casually remarked that the mover was a good friend who’d give them the
royal treatment and would move them in by noon.And now, well after nine am as (finally!) a
battered old truck clanked and scraped its way down the street, waking up the whole damned
neighborhood, he felt himself fill with fresh fury and nameless betrayal. His feelings came less



from childish disappointment than from a budding sense of adult injustice: it should’ve been
there at dawn. It should’ve been purring like a big powerful cat. It should’ve been gleaming like
the noon sun on the Hudson. For what else did it mean to be treated royally? His handsome,
dark face pinched, his young knuckles stretched white with fury, he tore out savage handfuls of
grass and flung them at his parents’ bedroom window, at the truck, at heaven.Dave came out,
tucking his wrinkled shirt into his pants, lifting up and snapping his suspenders as he walked. He
looked at his son with surprise as a clump of grass caught him on the knee.“Some friend. Some
big deal of a favor,” the boy accused. “Looks like it’s falling apart. A piece of junk!”Dave laughed,
bending down and wiping off his pants where the grass had stuck in muddy green clumps.
“Meshuganah kid!” As he spoke, he unconsciously lifted himself up a little, rocking forward on
his toes. “What are you worried about? I never saw a kid like you!Why it’s a great truck! They
don’t make them like this anymore. Look at what this can hold! As much as two trucks. I’m telling
you. It’s like getting two for the price of one. Trust me.” He’s grown even taller over the summer,
Dave thought with a pang of secret joy.Dave Markowitz hated few things more than being a short
man. He nurtured the secret vision of his son towering over him, reaching a height he himself
had never dreamed of.“But Dad, did you hear that noise? It can hardly move. What kinda motor
is that anyway? Sounds like it’s croaking…” he said doubtfully, looking at his father with reluctant
hope.Dave just smiled and grabbed him, trying to knead the final resistance out of his delicate
young shoulders. But the boy’s body didn’t relax completely, hanging on to its distrust. Dave
looked up at the movers (whom he had arranged for through a friend of a friend who had
promised to move him as a favor, practically for nothing, with the best service).“How ya doin,
guys?” he said, slapping the rusting metal without rancor. “Think this jalopy can make it all the
way from Jersey to Queens?”Ruth struggled down the steps, propelled forward by Sara’s frantic
tug and the baby’s incessant struggle to push of from her shoulder and squirm loose. The effort
loosened the bobby pins in her curly, reddish-brown hair, which fell to her shoulders and flew
into her eyes. She was always, it seemed to her, trying desperately to keep up—with her
husband, her kids. Always pushing herself, making that draining, extra effort, an effort that never
seemed to pay of anyway in terms of measurable success.Dave was always a little ahead of her.
He overwhelmed her with his confidence in life, in the future in which she had been brought up
not to believe. Life, her own family had warned her, was a dangerous road to be traveled one foot
in front of the other, head bowed, eyes on the pavement. To look up, to dream, was to let down
one’s guard, to fall into the pit reserved for fools who believed that there was nectar to be wrung
from this flinty planet. Dave was just the opposite, rushing headlong, his eyes always on the
distance, his feet hardly touching the ground, flying, and she willy-nilly, connected to him, flying
with him, her eyes always a little terrified.She wasn’t like her family. But she could never quite be
like Dave either. For her, life meant (she hadn’t thought of this on her own, but had read it
somewhere) a constant shoring up. And it felt to her as if the things around her were always
about to collapse simultaneously—faucets and toilets breaking down and leaking just as storms
loosed electrical wiring and sent cables writhing like snakes just above their heads. She never



really knew how to stop up the holes in the dikes. Or, more accurately, she never felt she had
enough fingers.“Dave!” she cried out as the baby struggled free and squirmed to the ground,
crawling toward the overflowing boxes—picture albums, books, extension wires, stockings, and
linens—the flotsam of their lives.He shook his head. She was the most disorganized, helpless…
But then he looked at her and her presence lit into him, physically, with that familiar buzz of
recognition. His wife. He scooped up his tiny son, washing his beaming face with kisses, then
freed one arm to pat the head of his little girl as she pressed softly into the warmth of his thigh,
her arms clinging around him as if he was a breakwater in the middle of a raging sea.Slowly, the
family gathered. They looked at the new taxi, watching the strong morning light bounce of the
shining yellow paint, turning it to pure gold. They stared at its flashing promise, breathed in its
new leather seats, their eyes lingering on the silent meter.“Musta costa pretty penny,” one of the
fat movers grunted mockingly, breaking the long silence. The sight of him—so stupid, envious,
and mean-spirited—depressed everyone but Dave and the baby, who simply didn’t notice.“Bet
your sweet life,” Dave answered, as if an innocent question had been asked, his hands all the
while caressing the flashing chrome handles. Then, as if ashamed of being serious, he flicked an
imaginary cigar, crouching like Groucho.“But what you gotta understand here, Ladies and Gents,
is that this ain’t just a be-you-ti-ful classy conveyance. This is the first member of that taxi fleet
that took New York by storm! Markowitz and Sons, Incorporated,” he practically shouted, putting
one arm around his reluctant son and the other around his harried wife and pulling them toward
him with the implacable force of his love and conviction. A hug.The engine seemed to clear its
throat then burst into a powerful hum, a song of youthful power and effortless movement. Dave
draped his arm around his wife’s shoulder then turned to look at his children in the back seat. “I’ll
make it up to you kids, I swear.” Then he gripped the steering wheel, pressed firmly on the gas,
and moved his family down the familiar driveway onto the open road.Chapter twoThrough a
darkness punctuated by the wheezing rhythm of the life support machine that will keep her heart
going for a few more days at age eighty-five, Ruth will see this moment again. So many things
will be lost to her, chips frying away under time’s relentless chisel, but this she will recall with
almost perfect clarity: sitting, apprehensive yet hopeful—next to her smiling husband on their
way to their new home. She will see again the strong, satisfied corners of his mouth, turned
upward in happiness, the dreamy languor in his smiling eyes. She will think of him as more
relaxed than he had actually been, his hands looser and more confident around the wheel…. But
it will comfort her in her strange, drug-induced sleep, discrediting the notion that they’d been
nothing but dust mites in a limitless universe, suspended for a second in space until blown away
by the random, exhaled breath of time. In that rich, shining moment when her husband’s
struggle, his choice, and his own good had come together in brief triumph, she will find proof of
real joy and meaning in life. And that it existed simply in the ability to choose your own path
freely, whether it end in failure or in triumph.We are never fully awake while we live; never
conscious at the time of what are destined to be our lives’ pivotal moments. Ruth didn’t know,
didn’t realize as she sat there, worrying whether the milk in Louis’s bottle would go sour, whether



she’d remembered to put iodine on Sara’s scraped knee, or if they’d locked the front door and
turned off the gas, that this would be one of them.“GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY! ” Dave
sang.Ruth looked up, startled, shielding her eyes from the dazzling light of New York City
skyscrapers reflecting the afternoon sun across the Hudson River. But Dave looked straight
ahead, smiling, absorbing the bright vision of silver ladders climbing into the sky, Manhattan’s
gleaming pile of promises.They harmonized, only slightly out of key: “AND SAY THAT I WILL
SOON BE THERE!!!”“Jeez!” Jesse shook his head, stretching his adolescent legs out in the
back seat, cramped with bags and boxes. But he, too, couldn’t help tapping his fingers in time on
the glass, while Sara and the baby giggled and bounced, making the car shake.Then, just as
abruptly, the vision vanished as they burrowed through the dark underside of the river, leaving
the sun behind in a burning hole that shrank until it was finally extinguished. They emerged into
treeless streets and the shadows of old gray buildings. Ruth clasped her hands together tensely.
Jesse leaned back, defeated, his face darkening. Brooklyn. Again.“New York, New York,
whatever you wanna say, there’s no place like it,” Dave exulted. He pressed joyfully into the
traffic, ignoring a chorus of condemning honks, giving them all the feeling of getting someplace,
fast.“You know what, when business is going good and I pay off some of the loans on the taxi
and the medallion, I’m gonna take you all to the country, to Ellenville, to one of those farm
hotels…”“Oh, Dave, they went out of business years ago!” Ruth protested, shaking her head. “In
the Thirties.”“What are you talkin’ about?!”“Sure they did! But I remember them. My father, God
bless him, took me there one summer. They weighed you before you checked in and before you
checked out, and if you didn’t gain ten pounds, you got your money back.”“I was there once, too.
I remember those breakfasts, Gotteinu!—herring, whitefish, eggs, pancakes, heaps of sour
cream on blintzes, and latkes, pot cheese, and sweet rolls! There was this little skinny kid,
Hymie. He would sit and look at it and roll his eyes and take a few bites and then want to go out
and play. But his mother would always grab him. ‘Eat, you rotten kid! Eat or die already! Your
father works so hard all week in the city you should be here and enjoy yourself !’ And every
morning, he would, poor kid, eat and eat and then go outside and throw up. Every
morning!“Then there was this guy who’d order two raw eggs for breakfast. Yeah! Raw! Every
single morning for two weeks. He’d stick a pin in one and suck it out, and secretly pocket the
other when he thought no one was looking. When it came time to leave—he was already on the
buggy going to the train station—his kid came running after him with a suitcase and he—
nebbech—tripped. They looked like somebody died, I swear.”“No—not in the suitcase!” Ruth
gasped.“The yolks started drippin’ out from all sides. Must’ve had five dozen!” Dave’s shoulders
shook in laughter, then Ruth started in with her crazy laugh that was almost like a sob. And every
time one of them said: “Stop! You’ll make yourself sick!” the other took a peek and said
something like “Sunnyside up!” and they’d start all over again, holding their hands over their
shaking stomachs.“You can tell a story, Dave,” Ruth sighed, wiping her eyes. “You’re better than
Sid Caesar or Uncle Miltie. You could make a lot of money.”“Naw,” he shrugged, very pleased.
“Comedians don’t make money. Brains make money. What’s that new show? The Sixty-Four



Thousand Dollar Question?”“And what if you give the wrong answer?”Leave it to Ruth to worry
about the failure just around the corner, he thought, irritated, wondering why she always had to
be so negative. But he didn’t want to fight. He was too happy. So he smiled and answered: “So
then you’re a Sixty-Four Thousand Dollar Schlemiel.”The road began to narrow, the scenery
changing from gray city streets to neighborhoods of cheap, attached houses with patches of
unkempt lawns pinched painfully between. Then the houses gave way to low-lying marshes full
of pussy willows and the strong smell of fish and finally there was the bay itself. Old men in straw
hats cast fishing lines into the muddy waters from peeling rowboats. It looked like an old picture,
everything so faded and still.“How’d you like me to take you fishin’ one day Jess, huh!?” “We
don’t have any rods,” the boy answered sullenly.“So we’ll buy. What, there’s something you can’t
buy?” Dave said with forced cheer and a desire to please that seemed downright pathetic to
Ruth, who squeezed his shoulder with understanding and pity. The boy had been torturing him
for days.“Just the two of us?” Jesse murmured with faint, conditional interest.“Sure!” Dave
nodded, delighted.“Can I come too, Daddy?” Sara suddenly interjected joyfully. Dave squirmed.
“Well, fishing’s really a boy’s game more,” he hedged, without much hope of success, not
surprised by Sara’s immediate howl of protest. With kids, you can never win, he was thinking,
when he suddenly realized he’d been saved. “Now would you kids just look at that!”“A Ferris
wheel!” Jesse shouted, rolling down the window, “Playland!”“And there’s a Merry-Go-Round and
boat rides. When I was a kid I used to take the train here from Brooklyn. Took me two hours. But
you kids, you’re gonna go all the time. There, and to the beach!It’s just a few blocks from our new
place. What did I tell you? What did I say!?”But even as he spoke, the gay, colored wheel was
already behind them. On either side of the road old shanties with iron fire escapes leaned
desperately against boarded-up storefronts. Bars and junk stores flew past, leaving gaps like
rotting teeth. Through narrow side streets, they glimpsed Black children chasing each other in
torn sneakers. Even the fresh sea breezes smelled rancid, as if filtered through rotting wood and
junkyards.Dave shifted uncomfortably. “This is the old section. Wait ’til you see our place! Brand
new! Everything! Beautiful! When the City builds, it really knows how to build, I’m tellin’ you. Just
you wait.You’ll wonder, watching them get out of the car and step onto the pavement, following
their eyes as they gaze up at the uniform brick buildings, how it is they didn’t know, couldn’t see.
And your wonder might turn to pity and then perhaps, contempt. They should have known, you
might say in your heart of hearts, as much as you feel sympathy. It was, after all, a low-income
housing project. And having thought this, you’ll begin to feel sure that your own knowledge would
have kept you safe, away from the edge and the abyss. You wouldn’t have let it happen to you,
you’ll feel confident. You would have climbed back into the car and rode of, saving yourself, your
family.Of course, you’d be fooling yourself. It is a false security, that feeling of superiority we have
listening to someone else recount the steps to personal disaster because all of us are so very
similar—we humans. We feel safe only because the teller is untalented, the truth unconveyed.
And so, you must consider the soft building dust underfoot, the newness of the place. There was
a glitter in the brand new windows, and a pleasant soft morning light that bathed the place in a



sort of innocence. You might even realize that it was not, physically, the place itself which
presented the problem. Weren’t there untouched playgrounds with a kiddie pool? Basketball and
squash courts? And what of the brand new community center with its inviting red doors? And the
new saplings planted all over, just beginning to bud? And the large, neatly roped-off stretches of
newly planted grass?True, it was very different from the place they’d left: the small homes, the
rivers of beautiful fall leaves drifting down from towering, old trees. And so they, too, were a bit
apprehensive, Ruth and Dave and the children. Only Dave took confident, long strides,
displaying a certainty he didn’t feel, until, without realizing it, he wasn’t so much leading them, as
wandering off by himself. Ruth and Jesse lagged behind, like people let off at the wrong subway
station, forced to wind their way through interesting, but unfamiliar and potentially dangerous
streets. They searched for familiar signposts, their footsteps reluctant: I don’t have to buy this,
their feet said. I can walk out of the store.But eventually they, too, were charmed by the newness.
And why not? It had that rational symmetry of a wholly man-made environment, the realization of
someone’s idea of functional beauty. It’s a beauty that seldom lasts. Like the clean lines of
modern furniture, of Bauhaus architecture, its stark loveliness begins, too soon, to bore. And it is
so very easily corrupted. Fingerprints on a beautifully carved wooden door are hardly noticeable,
but consider the same on a severely modern table, in a white on white room. That’s why so many
modern neighborhoods are so ugly. They need to be cared for, cherished. And so often the
people forced to live in them hate the place, the plainness. And thus the graffiti, the garbage
thrown down out of windows… Perhaps we can just say, it wasn’t a place anyone would choose
to be in if they had another choice.If the modest garden apartments in Jersey had said: “This is
the best you can do,” then the city’s low-income housing projects in Waveside said,
complacently and with utter confidence, “This is the best we can do for you. It is better than rat-
infested firetraps in the South Bronx. Better than crumbling, unheated tenements in Harlem.
Believe us.”They did not lie.But neither did they tell the whole truth. If they had, then a rat or two
or a little cold might have seemed more attractive to some of the people who would soon move
into these new buildings to take up their lives. And Ruth and David Markowitz, after all, were not
coming from a rat-infested tenement in the Bronx.Seeing all they saw, they nevertheless
reserved final judgment, the way an astronaut might, on first landing on a grim new planet. It was
Sara who, after skipping the whole way, suddenly balked.“Saraleh. Come. You’ll play later…”
Ruth cajoled, trying to pull her along. But she twisted away, her entire small body clenched
against the idea.“What’s going on? What’s the hold up?” Dave said, doubling back. “What the
heck…?”Ruth pointed to Sara, shrugging. He nodded with sudden insight. Crouching low, he
brought his eyes level with the child’s, sharing her sight. The problem was immediately clear:
there were ropes around the grass. For Sara, they are chest high, an impenetrable barrier. He
reached out to touch them, surprised by their weight and coarse authority.She will remember
what he tells her then: “It’s young grass, baby grass, soon as it gets thicker, stronger, they’ll take
away the ropes so you can play in it.” And she’ll always wonder if he knew the truth. And if so,
whether he’d felt ashamed? Responsible? Let down? Had he been lying to her on purpose? Or,



had Dave Markowitz, her father, been quite simply, quite honestly, deceived?He smoothed back
her light brown hair from her forehead. “Would you like your Daddy to carry you?” Not waiting for
an answer, he lifted her. She threw her arms around his neck, grateful he had reduced the
problem to something so small.They entered the long, dim hall filled with the promising and not
unpleasant smells of turpentine and newly cut wood. An elevator, shiny with chrome, deposited
them efficiently on the top floor.“I asked ’specially for this floor, because of the sea view,” Dave
explained, fumbling for the key, smiling anxiously at his wife.Ruth hadn’t seen the apartment.
Typically, she’d let him rent it without her, really believing what she’d told him, what she was
always telling him, “Whatever’s good for you is good for me.” Or perhaps it might have been just
her way of avoiding responsibility for any decision, of putting the whole burden on his shoulders.
This thought often tiptoed delicately and quickly through his mind, though he tried to stop it.
When he couldn’t, he gave himself a good talking to: “This is your responsibility. This is what you
wanted and there’s no reason to go on trying to pretend she’d wanted it too. No reason at all.”He
took a deep breath then stepped gingerly over the threshold. “Now look at this living room, what
a size!” he began, a salesman’s octave of enthusiasm too high for him to sustain.Ruth stepped in
after him cautiously, tiptoeing almost like an intruder through the empty spaces. It was very
clean, very spanking white and new. The windows faced the ocean and by looking carefully
though the spaces of the brick towers, over the rooftops of decaying summer houses, she
imagined she actually caught a glimpse of the green-gray sea.The view surprised and worried
her. From that height, the neighborhood’s stark contrasts struck her all at once with a force they
did not possess at ground level. The dividing line was the road in front of the projects: to the right
stood the indistinguishably solid brick buildings, massive and new; to the left, individual two and
three-story private homes with carved banisters and Victorian gingerbread moldings, no two in
the same stage of anarchic decay. Then, and forever after, Ruth couldn’t help feeling she
preferred the decay. There was something recognizably human in their aging, exhausted slouch
toward collapse; and in the massive sameness of the projects, something inhuman.The shops,
from what she could see, were rotting too. Many had been boarded up and the rest—the bakery,
grocery, pharmacy and candy store—were painted in the gay fading pastels of a seedy and
abandoned summer resort. Ruth, brought up on Brooklyn’s Pitkin Avenue, didn’t fault a place for
being poor or shoddy. What she couldn’t forgive was that it looked so deserted. Lonely, she
thought, hugging herself against the view and turning to explore the rest of the house.Does it
surprise us, then, that she nevertheless felt an unexpected twinge of pleasure as she examined
the inside the house? It shouldn’t. After all, it was still early in the day and the light—not yet
blocked out by tall shadows of buildings in the sun’s western movement across the sky—
generously flooded the clean, new rooms made larger by their emptiness.“So?” Dave gave her a
wide grin, but his eyes, unsmiling, strained.“Nice,” she smiled.He reached for her gratefully,
pressing his cheek against hers and leading her into a waltz through the empty living room:“I’ll
be loving you always, always,” he sang softly.Yes, Ruth thought. I will always love you, and be
there to help you, as the song said, “not for just an hour, or a day.” Always.She rested against his



shoulder, silently mouthing the words, allowing her doubts to be danced away.They were all
together. They were all well. It was enough for her.For Dave, as usual, it was never enough. He
ran around, telling stories, making jokes. He did the shopping, bringing back fresh, fragrant rye
bread with tiny poppy seeds from the bakery and thin slices of sweet Munster cheese and cold
bottles of Coke from the grocery. He spread the baby’s red blanket beneath them, giving an air of
picnic-like frivolity and summertime grace to the act of eating on the floor without utensils.“Come
’ere kid,” Dave crooked an arm around Jesse’s neck, wrestling him close. “Listen. When the
movers get here, pick out any room you want, fix it up beautiful, just like in Jersey. You’ll bring all
your new friends here, make parties…”Jesse shrugged him off.“I know, I know. What friends. But
what do you think? What do you think? A good-lookin’ kid like you with a head on his
shoulders… A great pitcher… You’ll have plenty.”“So what’s the story with the movers, Dave?”
Ruth interrupted.“Ruth, you see I’m trying to talk to the kid…can’t it just wait?”Jesse shook his
head, wandered off. The door slammed.“They should have been here already,” Ruth persisted,
already regretting having asked. She lowered her voice, touching her husband’s shoulder. “He’s
just a kid. He’ll get over it. It’s hard for kids to move. Don’t eat your heart out, Dave.”He didn’t
answer her because it was none of her business and she was right, and he’d failed again. They
should have been here already. He walked to the window and peered out into the distance.
Imperceptibly, the light began to fade, casting long, dark shadows. A breeze, salty and cold from
the unseen ocean, blew through the empty house.“Dave, it’s dark already…”“What…?” Her
voice brought him back from some far place. “Let there be light! What’s the big problem? Where
are the light bulbs?”“Gee, I don’t remember. Did we bring them? I’m such a dummy. You’d think a
person would remember that,” she shook her head. “Light bulbs.”“I could’ve picked some up
when I did the shopping if you would’ve mentioned it earlier…” he complained mildly, but seeing
her face go all humble like a scolded child’s, stopped. “So don’t worry about it. I’ll go next door
and borrow. I’ll call the movers too.He soon returned, waving a bulb victoriously. “Great
neighbors. Promise me you’ll go in and say hello, Ruth. I’m telling you. Good people. Now, where
do you want this?” His eyes met hers as they looked toward the socket high in the ceiling, both
painfully aware of being short people.“So I’ll borrow a chair,” he shrugged good-naturedly.
Nothing was wrong. Everything was going to be just fine. Keep it up. Just keep it up.She caught
his arm. “It’s not right to ask so many favors, to get so close with people right away.”He bowed his
head, gathering patience. When he looked up, his eyes were wide with exasperation. “The big
expert on how to get along with people… When are you going to learn? To have a few friends?
To trust…”“Pick me up, Dad,” Jesse cut him off. “I’ll screw it in.”Tall, but he weighs nothing, Dave
thought, hoisting the boy up to his shoulders easily, his own short arms muscled by years of
manual labor. “Now you see what a good head he’s got? We should send him to The Sixty-Four
Thousand Dollar Question!”The bare bulb glowed with a dirty, yellow light. The baby cried. “Truck
broke down. They’ll be here tomorrow,” Dave whispered, embarrassed.“You see? You see what
you get when you start with friends! Aach! I had a bad feeling from the start… Why didn’t you
listen to me?”“Ruth!” his arm shot up in warning.On those rare occasions when David Markowitz



got really angry, he could be frightening. Never remotely dangerous, or even really hurtful, he
had nevertheless once and only once slapped her lightly across the face when she had kept him
waiting out in the rain for her for over two hours. But it had scared her just the same. She looked
at him, guilty and cautious, biting her tongue, and he seemed to calm down. “It could’ve
happened with any company,” he groused.He had long ago accepted her indecisiveness, her
dependence on him for everything. At one time, he’d even found in it something distinctly
feminine, even charming. He’d never known much about women and had just assumed they
were all like that. But the way he figured it, that gave him the right to make the decisions; if they
were good, so they were good. And if they weren’t, well, that was no one’s business but his own.
If you weren’t willing to take responsibility, you had no right to second guess or criticize.
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Leah10, “My favorite of her books. I've read almost all of Ragen's work, and I think this is my
favorite so far. I bought it on a lark for my Kindle after finishing another book (it was
recommended to me by amazon.com automatically).The book, which apparently is semi-
autobiographical, is about a family in the NY area with three children. The father dies suddenly
and the family struggles with family dynamics and poverty.I really liked Ragen's writing style in
this book; she did a good job of character development and realistic portrayals of emotional
transformations with a lot of "show don't tell" prose. I also liked that she didn't get bogged down
in physical descriptions of her characters, which has been a weak point of some of her other
work.My kindle copy did have a couple of weird typos ("definite" for "defiant" etc.).I didn't mind
the infusion of religious Judaism at the end - I think Ragen believably showed how a character
could be drawn into dependence on an idea of God, particularly one who was enrolled in Jewish
elementary school at a traumatic time of life.”

Constance Gabin, “A Memoir Like No Other!. Another memoir probably written by Naomi Ragen
about her youth. The story is gut wrenching, written only like Naomi Ragen can. It will bring tears
to your eyes like it did mine.”

DooWopKid, “"Chained up". I stumbled upon this book while browsing and had it not been for my
own personal experiences growing up likewise in a Queens Housing Project, I never would have
purchased the book. After reading the first few intense pages of "Chains aound the grass" that's
when it had a grip on me and I was then sold.Still, one need not have been raised poor and
living in the projects to experience the fright and sheer terror little Sara felt while venturing out in
a new neighborhood filled with bullies, perverts and strange boys. One of the most powerful
chapters written by Naomi Regan that will have you in tears. You will surely absorb the emotional
impact of one diaster after the other of ones family life encounters. A story of a family's uphill
struggle for the American dream followed by a downward trend of personal tragedies and
defeats. No doubt that your heart will go out to the characters in the story. An exciting read for
enthusiasts of nostalgia and of past times with a hint of spiritualism.”

D. Berger, “GOOD READ. I found it a little difficult to get started. I read the first chapter three
times before I could turn the page to the second chapter. After that I couldn't put the book down.
I felt as though I was reading a true family life story.Parts made me smile knowing we had similiar
issues in my family.  Other pages made me cry as the family had to jump so many hurdles.”

artist, “More autobiographical than I realized.. What I did not realize until I read Ms. Ragen"s
biography that this book is very autobiographical. It is well written but not her best. I did enjoy
reading it and would suggest it to people who are interested in this type of Liturature.”



Selma D. Katz, “I LIKE AND IDENTIFY WITH HOW A SMALL AND MOMENTARY DECISION ....
"CHAINS AROUND THE GRASS" IS BASED ON THE YOUTHFUL LIFE OF THE
ACCOMPLISHED AUTHORNAOMI RAGEN. THE STORY DEPICTS A DIFFICULT
CHILDHOOD LIVING IN LOWER INCOME HOUSING BUTRISING ABOVE IT TO ATTEND
COLLEGE AND BECOME A VERY POPULAR AUTHOR. I LIKE AND IDENTIFY WITHHOW A
SMALL AND MOMENTARY DECISION CAN AFFECT ONE'S ENTIRE LIFE. THE TITLE IS
VERY DESCRIPTIVE AS IT REFERS TO THE SMALL PLOT OF GRASS THAT SURROUNDS
THEIR BUILDING. I HIGHLY RECOMMEND THISAS BOTH AN ENJOYABLE AND
WORTHWHILE READ.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great. Great reading”

Gwenda Sacks 22497503, “like. like”

wwGINCHww, “Another delightful story to cherish .... This author climbs into people's heads!
Ragen has captured thoughts and feelings, ambitions and insecurities ... from toddlers to teens
to grown men and women, always true to each point of view. Chains Around the Grass,
enriched with authentic Jewish culture and tradition, has "schlepped" a family from the depths of
loss, poverty and despair to a life of hope, pride and success. I enjoyed this book so much ... I
didn't want it to end!”
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